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Sat Paul Mittal School has always believed
in their motto, 'learning without limits'. It
ENCOURAGES STUDENTS TO explore different
subject matters in innovative ways. Satyan
Innovation Fest is one such program where
the young and imaginative minds of students
from across the country have come
together to showcase their talent,
creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurial
skills and learn more in every aspect,
especially outside of the classroom AND
beyond books. The event is powered by
WHIZROBO PRIVATE LIMITED, a leading
innovation company.
 

VISION
Satyan Innovation Fest envisions students worldwide to
“Unleash the possibilities” . We hope to provide students

with opportunities to explore, experience and
experiment. We aim to integrate gamification and AI with

start-ups. We want to equip the youth of today with a
growth mindset, integral values and ethical leadership

skills to become empowered leaders of tomorrow.
 

MISSION
The mission of the Satyan Innovation Fest
3.0 is to provide a platform for budding
entrepreneurs to showcase their creative
talents in regard to change-making and
innovation. From PROVIDING hands-on
learning experience to insight from the
experts, It aims to empower young minds by
allowing them to EXPRESS their creativity
and help them build upon their ideas to
solve global problems
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As the co-director of the Satyan Innovation Fest 3.0, IAs the co-director of the Satyan Innovation Fest 3.0, IAs the co-director of the Satyan Innovation Fest 3.0, I
am immensely grateful for the opportunity toam immensely grateful for the opportunity toam immensely grateful for the opportunity to
collaborate and create with kindred spirits.This year,collaborate and create with kindred spirits.This year,collaborate and create with kindred spirits.This year,
instead of separating gamification and startup as twoinstead of separating gamification and startup as twoinstead of separating gamification and startup as two
separate entities, they will be complementary to oneseparate entities, they will be complementary to oneseparate entities, they will be complementary to one
another. SIF 3.0 will provide the students with aanother. SIF 3.0 will provide the students with aanother. SIF 3.0 will provide the students with a
platform to present their innovations and unlock theirplatform to present their innovations and unlock theirplatform to present their innovations and unlock their
true potential. I strongly believe that with thetrue potential. I strongly believe that with thetrue potential. I strongly believe that with the
capability of the students, this event will be a successcapability of the students, this event will be a successcapability of the students, this event will be a success
and will help nurture the future leaders of tomorrow.and will help nurture the future leaders of tomorrow.and will help nurture the future leaders of tomorrow.   

THE PRODIGIES
When I was given the opportunity of becoming theWhen I was given the opportunity of becoming theWhen I was given the opportunity of becoming the

President of the Satyan Innovation Fest 2023, IPresident of the Satyan Innovation Fest 2023, IPresident of the Satyan Innovation Fest 2023, I
enthusiastically accepted it without hesitation. Theenthusiastically accepted it without hesitation. Theenthusiastically accepted it without hesitation. The

prestige and honour associated with this postprestige and honour associated with this postprestige and honour associated with this post
surpasses any other responsibility I have ever held.Isurpasses any other responsibility I have ever held.Isurpasses any other responsibility I have ever held.I
anticipate that the event will be an electrifying andanticipate that the event will be an electrifying andanticipate that the event will be an electrifying and

exhilarating experience, filled with innovation and aexhilarating experience, filled with innovation and aexhilarating experience, filled with innovation and a
vibrant atmosphere.vibrant atmosphere.vibrant atmosphere.      I eagerly await beingI eagerly await beingI eagerly await being

immersed in a dynamic environment brimming withimmersed in a dynamic environment brimming withimmersed in a dynamic environment brimming with
cutting-edge and revolutionary ideas.cutting-edge and revolutionary ideas.cutting-edge and revolutionary ideas.

   

“I believe in giving others a chance to prove themselves.“I believe in giving others a chance to prove themselves.“I believe in giving others a chance to prove themselves.
Keeping this in mind I was kind enough to let my friendKeeping this in mind I was kind enough to let my friendKeeping this in mind I was kind enough to let my friend
Bhavya apply for the President’s post.”PS: Bhavya, youBhavya apply for the President’s post.”PS: Bhavya, youBhavya apply for the President’s post.”PS: Bhavya, you

owe me one!owe me one!owe me one!
From the ideation of a project to its marketing and evenFrom the ideation of a project to its marketing and evenFrom the ideation of a project to its marketing and even

in understanding how to manage a crisis, SIF 3.0 offersin understanding how to manage a crisis, SIF 3.0 offersin understanding how to manage a crisis, SIF 3.0 offers
the entire skill set that is imperative for a successfulthe entire skill set that is imperative for a successfulthe entire skill set that is imperative for a successful
career. I have no doubt that this year’s SIF will helpcareer. I have no doubt that this year’s SIF will helpcareer. I have no doubt that this year’s SIF will help

students unleashstudents unleashstudents unleash      their true potentialtheir true potentialtheir true potential   
   



Start -upStart -up
TriviaTrivia

What is the name of the
start-up that pioneered

the concept of online
vacation rentals, and what

is its most popular
platform?

 

·What is the name of the

annual startup accelerator

program and pitch

competition held in Silicon

Valley?
 

·What is the name of the
startup that was founded
in 1998 and is now one of
the largest e-commerce

platforms in the world? 

Which start-up
revolutionized the way
we listen to music by

creating a music
streaming service? 

·What is the name of the

programming language

created by Facebook that is

used by many startups to

build web applications? 

AIR BNB

Y COMBINATOR

AMAZON

SPOTIFY

REACT

·Which company is

responsible for

creating the first

smartphone? 
 

SIMON
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DISCLAIMER
DISCLAIMER
DISCLAIMER

The SIF Bulletin is a newsletter published by Sat Paul Mittal
School for information purposes about the Satyan

Innovation Fest 3.0. While we make every effort to ensure
the accuracy and completeness of the information provided,

we do not guarantee its validity for certain purposes.
 

The opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the
students and do not necessarily reflect the views of Sat Paul

Mittal School or its affiliates. We do not endorse any
products, services or companies mentioned in the

newsletter.
 

The use of any information in ‘The SIF Bulletin’ is solely at
your own risk. We are not liable for any errors, omissions or
damages arising from this newsletter. We reserve the right
to modify, update or remove any content in the newsletter

without prior notice.
 

By reading ‘The SIF Bulletin’, you acknowledge and agree to
these terms and conditions.


